matter at all for any but the most imaginative rnind not without some
development in artistry and the gift of a sense of proportion* Certainly we
must go higher in the realm of imagination when we presume to enter
ere, because we go into Poetry.
Now, very many write good prose who cannot write poetry at all. And
although staccato specification is the present fashion, just as 'functionalist'
happens to be the present style in writing—poetic prose will never be
undesirable. But who condones prosaic poetry? None. Not even those
fatuously condemned to write it.
So, I say this fourth new resource and the fifth demand for new signi-
ficance and integrity is ornament integral to building as itself poetry. Rash
use of a dangerous word. The word 'Poetry* is a dangerous word.
Heretofore, I have used the word 'pattern' instead of the word orna-
ment to avoid confusion or to escape the passing prejudice. But here now
ornament is in its place. Ornament meaning not only surface qualified by
human imagination but imagination giving natural pattern to structure.
Perhaps this phrase says it all without further explanation. This resource
—integral ornament—is new in the architecture of the world, at least
insofar not only as imagination qualifying a surface—a valuable resource
—but as a greater means than that: imagination giving natural pattern
to structure itself. Here we have new significance, indeed! Long ago this
significance was lost to the scholarly architect. A man of taste. He, too
soon, became content with symbols.
Evidently then, this expression of structure as a pattern true to the
nature of the materials out of which it was made, may bo taken much
further along than physical need alone would dictate? 'If you have a loaf
of bread break the loaf in two and give the half of it for some flowers of
the Narcissus for the bread feeds the body indeed but the flowers feed the
soul.'
Into these higher realms of imagination associated in the popular
mind as sculpture and painting, buildings may be as fully taken by modern
means today as they ever were by craftsmen of the antique order.
It is by this last and poetic resource that we may give greater structural
entity and greater human significance to the whole building than could
ever be done otherwise. This statement is heresy at this left-wing moment,
so—we ask, 'taken how and when taken?' I confess you may well ask by
whom? The answer is, taken by the true poet. And where is this Poet to-
day? Time will answer.
Yet again in this connection let us remember Ong's Chinese observa*
tion, 'Poverty is the sound of the heart.' So, in the same uncommon sense
integral ornament is the developed sense of the building as a whole, or
the manifest abstract pattern of structure itself. Interpreted. Integral
ornament is simply structure-pattern made visibly articulate and seen in
the building as it is seen articulate in the structure of the trees or a lily of
the*fteWs. It is the expression of inner rhythm of Form* Are we talking
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